FEEDBACK 360, 270, 180

An assessment, as well as other performance analysis mechanisms, will help us understand the quality of the tasks we carry out. This tool will provide us with a global perspective of our job, since the following items participate in the diagnosis:

- Feedback 360: it assesses supervisors, peers, coworkers and other interest groups
- Feedback 270: it assesses supervisors and peers
- Feedback 180: it assesses supervisors

Among the 180 leadership skills identified in the research conducted by our partner Zenger Folkman, only 19 skills make a difference between great leaders and the rest. These 19 skills have a direct correlation with benefits, client satisfaction and employees’ commitment.

PERSONALIZATION

Feedback programs are customizable to the needs, competency models, culture and preferences of each company.

CLIENT’S PROFILE

Feedback programs are aimed at companies of all sizes and all sectors.

LANGUAGES

Feedback programs can be taught in Spanish, English, French and Portuguese
¿WHY P&A?

• We have a technical team with a high degree of knowledge and proven experience in important national and international companies.
• We apply a modern and proven methodology, developed by our technical team and our international partners.
• We work so that our clients achieve significant competitive improvements, improve execution and with it the results.
• Our programs are based on extensive international research and studies, successfully tested and experienced in organizations from all geographic and sectoral fields.

OUR CUSTOMERS
CONTACT OUR EXPERTS

At P&A, we are committed to helping you achieve your Leadership development goals.

NATALIA DÍAZ

E-mail: natalia@grupo-pya.com
Phone: +34 902 207 792